Long-term trends of a dozen direct greenhouse gases derived from infrared solar absorption spectra recorded at the Jungfraujoch station by Mahieu, Emmanuel et al.
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! W? ??? ????-?????????? (0.003 ?? 0.007 ?? ) ????????? IR ????? ?????????? ??????? 
???????? ????-????? ??????? 2 ??? 16 ???????. S???? 1984, ???? ???? 45000 FTIR 
??????? ???? ???? ?????????, ????? ?????? H?C?T? ?? I?S? ?????????. T?? ??????????? 
??????? ??? ????????? ????? ??? ????? 1990? ????? ??? ???????????? ?? ? ?????? 
??????????????, ? B????? IFS-120HR. S?????-??-????? ?????? ??? ????? ?????? ???? 1000, 
???????? 3500-4000 ?? ??? ???? ????????? ?????.
! S???? ??? FTIR ????????? ?????? ????????? ????????? ???????, ???????? ?? ???????? 
??????????? ??????? ??? ?????????. A? ???????, ????? ??? ????? ????? ??? ????????? ???? 
J??????????? ????????????. A???? ????, 11 ??? ?????? ?????????? ????? (GHG?): ????? 
 
?????, CO , CH , N O, CF , SF , CC? F, CC? F , CHC?F  CC? ??? ???????????? ?????. 
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C???????????? ???? ?????? ??? ????? ????, ?? ??????? ?????? ????? ????? ????-???? ??????.
! A?? ?????????? ???? ???? ????????? ?????? ???? ??? SFIT-1, SFIT-2 ?? PROFFIT-9 
?????????, ???????? ????????? ????-???? ????? ?????? ???? ?????? ?? ??? ?????? ?????. I? 
????????, ??????????? ?? ????? ???????? ????????????? ???? ???????? ??? ????????? ?? 
??????? ???? ????? ??? ??? ?????? ????? ????? ???? ????????? ??? O?????? E????????? 
M????? ????????? ?? R?????? [1990]. V?????? ???????? ?? ??? HITRAN ????????????? 
???? ????????? ???????????? ???? ???? ???? ???? [?.?. R?????? ?? ??., 2009]. A???, ?????-
???????? ????????? ??? ???? ?? ??? ?????? ????? (?.?. ??? CFC?) ???? ???? ????????? ?? 
???????????, ?????????? ???? ??? SFIT ?????, ?? G.C. T??? (NASA-JPL).
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???????? ????????-?????? ???? ?????? ?? ????????? ???????? 
???????? ???????,  A????. M???. T???., 3, 2010.
A??????????????
T?? U????????? ?? L???? ??????????? ??? ????????? ???? 
????????? ?? ??? B?????? F?????? S?????? P????? O????? ??? 
?? ??? GAW-CH ???????. W? ????? ??? I???????????? 
F????????? H??? A??????? R??????? S??????? J??????????? 
??? G????????? (HFSJG, B???) ??? ?????????? ??? ?????????? 
?????? ?? ??????? ??? ????????????. W? ??? ???? ???????? ?? 
??? F.R.S.-FNRS ??? ????????? ??????? ???????? ??????????? 
??? ?????????? ??? J??????????? ?????????? ??? 
???????????????. T?? C????????? F???????? ?? B??????? ?? 
??????? ???????????? ??? ???????? ??????? ????? ?? ??? 
J???????????. E??????? M????? ?? R??????? A???????? ???? 
??? F.R.S.-FNRS.
T?? ????? ????? ???? ???? ???? ??? ???????? ?????? ??? 
????????? ?? ??? MUSICA ???????.
T??? ????????????? ?? ????????? ?? ??? ????????? ??? 
?????? C????? R??????? ??? ?????? ???? ?? A???? 2011. W? 
???? ??????? ??? ????????? ???? ? ????? ??? ?????? 
????????????? ???? ???, ???? ?????? 30 ????? ??? ???? ?? ??, 
?????? ??? ????????? ?? ??? ATMOS, ACE ??? NDACC 




FIGURE 2. R????-???? ????: ???? ?????? ?? ?????????? ????? ????? ????? 
??? J??????????? ???????, ??????? ?????? ??? ????????? ?? ??? MUSICA 
???????. [?.?. S???????? ?? ??., 2010]. T?? ??? ????? ????? ? ??? ?? ??? 
?????????? ???????????? ?????????? ?? ???? ???????, ?? ????????? ? ???? 
?????? ???????? ?????, ???? ??????? ????? ??????? ???????? ?????? 
??????????. T?? ?????? ????????? ?? ??? ?????? ???????? ?? ???? 
?????????? ?? ? ????? ??? ????, ? ????-???? ????? ?? (0.002 ? 0.005) 
??/?????? ?? ???????? ??? ??? ????? ???? ???, ?.?. ??? ????????????? 
??????????? ?? ??? 95% ??????????? ?????. T?? ???? ?????????? ?? ???????? 





FIGURE 3. T??????? ????????? ?? ??? ????-????? ??????????? ?????? ????? ????????? ???? ??? 
J??????????? ????????????? ???? ????, ???????? ?? ??? ?????? ?? C? ????? ?? ???? ??????? 
(?????? ??? ???????? ????? ?????). D??? ?????? ?????????? ?? ????? ????? ?????????? ?? 654 ?P?. 
T?? ????? ???? ??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ?????????? ?????????????, ??? ???? ???? ???????????? 
???????????? ?????????. I? ?? ????? CC? * ????? ?? ???? ??? ????????? ??? ????? ??????? ???????? ?? 
?
??? ??????????, ???? ??? ??????????? ???????????? ??????? (CH C? ??? CFC-113). T?? ???????? 
3
??????? ???? ?? ???? ???? ?????? ??????????? ?????? ???? ??? ?????????? ?????? ??????? ?????????? 
??? ????.
A??????? ??? ??????? CC? * ????? ?? ????????, ?? ?? ????????? ?? ??????? ???? ??? ??????? ???????? 
?
13 2
???????????? ?? CFC-11 (-8.4 ?10  C? ?????/??  ??? ????) ?? ????????? ???????? ?? ??? ?????? 
 13 2
???????????? ?? HCFC-22 (+8.8?10  C? ?????/??  ??? ????).
FIGURE 1. T???? ?????? ???? ?????? ?? ?????????? ????? 
???????? ?? ??? K???? P??????? ??? ??????? ???? ??????? FTIR 
???????????? ????????? ?? ??? J??????????? ???????. W??? 
?????????, ???? ????? ??????? ??????? ???? ?????????? 
???????????? ????????? ?? ??? ???? ???? ?? ??? ????? 1950? ??? 
????????? ?? ??? ????? ???? ?????? ?? ???? ?????.
W??? ??? ????????? ?? ??????? ????? ???????? ? ???-
????????? ???????????? ?? ??? E?????? ??????????, ??? ???? 
????? ????? ???? ? ???????? ??????? ????? ?? ?? ????? 
?????????. I? ???? ????, ?? ???? ??????????? ???????? ?? ??? 
????? ??????? ???? ??? ???? ?????? ????? ?????????????. T???? 1 
??????? ??? ????????? ?????? ??????? ???? ? ??????? ?? ??? 
????????? ????? ?????, ???????? ???? ? ????????? ?????????? 
??????????? ???? ????????? ?? G??????? ?? ??. [2008], ????????? ? 
??
?????? ???????? ???? ? 3  ????? F?????? ??????.
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